
22. Yoga

Duration: 15 minutes Frequency: 1x/day Difficulty: Easy

Connecting the breath, mind, and body

What is it?
• Yoga is a variable form of mindfulness that helps you build mindful awareness of your mental state, and uses

breathing and physical exercise as a way to help focus your attention.
• There are a lot of misconceptions about yoga, it is not about being flexible, standing on your head, or

instagraming your new Lululemon gear.
• The key element of yoga is building a connection between your breath, mind, and body.

What can I use it for? 
• There are a significant range of benefits to doing yoga. Yoga improves cardiovascular health, strength, spine

health, immunity, blood flow, relaxation, sleep and encourages self-care, reduces stress and the list goes on.

How to do it?
1. The most obvious way to start practising yoga is to join a yoga studio. Practising yoga with a teacher at a

yoga studio provides you the support needed to make sure you are practising safely. It may also provide a
social environment where you get opportunities to connect with other yogies .

2. Membership at a yoga studio is not always affordable, and fortunately there are lots of resources to help you
practise at home. Go to Google or YouTube and type in 'Yoga'. You’d be amazed to see how much is out
there. If you have not practised yoga before, it is important that you choose a beginner’s class so as to avoid
injury. If you have any existing medical conditions or physical injuries, please seek medical advice before
trying yoga.

3. Or try the poses on the next page to get you started but see precaution below.

Anything to consider before I start?
• If you have any existing physical injury or medical condition, please seek medical or professional

advice before trying yoga.
• It is advisable to have yoga mat to practise on to avoid slipping.
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22. YOGA
Here are some basic yoga poses to help you follow along at home, thanks to the people at yogidia, 
https://www.yogidia.com/

When will I practice it?

How will I celebrate? 

Tiny Habit statement:

TINY HABIT STATEMENT

All literature underpinning this training can be found at http://www.bewellplan.com/research

https://www.yogidia.com/
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